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SUPDATA: ZRWAHO. PEDRO VALDIVIA FROM JEAN LOUIS CORSIER, DOMINICAN RIGHTIST, WHO OBTAINED INFO FROM RAMON (TAPIA) ESPINAL DURING A VISIT WITH TAPIA IN SDOM BETWEEN 5-7 DEC 63. PROTECT VALDIVIA.
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REPORT CLASS: CONFIDENTIAL CONTROLLED DISSEMINATION DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

SUBJ: PLANS OF DOMINICAN MILITARY LEADERS TO SABOTAGE THE SAN ISIDRO AIR BASE DOH: 5-7 DEC 63 PADA: UNITED STATES, MIAMI (13 DEC 63) UBO: 001/4 APRIL 2, 1964. OFFERED TO THE US LATIN AMERICAN MILITARY OFFICER WHO AT THE TIME RESIDED IN MINT AND THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. WE STILL MAINTAINS FAIRLY CLOSE RELATIONSHIP WITH SPECIALISTS IN THOSE COUNTRIES.
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1. According to Ramón (Tapia) Espinal, member of the ruling Dominican Triunvirate, the Dominican government is investigating a recently discovered plot in the Dominican military to sabotage the San Isidro Air Base. Tapia said that Victor Hugo Ramón Peralta, the Dominican pilot who recently deserted the ranks of the Dominican Air Force with a P-51D aircraft which he flew to Puerto Rico, was a member of a group of Dominican military officers who are involved in the sabotage plot.

2. Tapia said that a number of military officials are currently under investigation by the Dominican authorities. These officials